Farm and transfer land ownership issues are major focus of conference

Just a few generations ago, the question of farm transfer and the fate of family farmsmanship and often divisive issue today—was a much simpler matter, according to Betty Ellis, Wright County Auditor.

"Now there are more obstacles. Today when a farmer retires, one child may want to continue to farm while the others aren’t interested. In some cases even those who move away might have other interests but are still emotionally invested in the farm and the farming family children who couldn’t care less about farming."

When it comes to transferring the farm, she says these scenarios can lead to revocable trusts between parents and siblings, and disputes over what’s fair to all. In these situations, one child wants to keep the farm and the other wants to use the money from selling the farm and the farming child doesn’t have the resources to purchase the land.

"But farms go into the other people’s names, and our farming son the same cash rent we have to pay because we want to be a tenant farmer. If we are farming because we want to keep the farm, we gave the farming son a discount, that would be the inheritance for the other two."
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